
Meccanoid G15KS Robot - $399.99

Meccanoid G15KS is more than just a robot—it’s your friend! Pre-programmed 
to respond to more than 30 voice commands (plus you can add your own later), 
Meccanoid is ready to start interacting with you as soon as you finish building it. 
Meccanoid also knows over 1,000 phrases, including jokes, fun facts, and questions. 
It features 12 interactive modes—like Dance, Kung Fu, and Exercise—and can be 
programmed to do pretty much anything. 

• Build whatever you want—turn your Meccanoid G15KS into anything you can imagine
• Responds to voice commands with more than 1,000 pre-programmed phrases
• Stands almost 4 feet tall and can walk, shake hands, give you a high-five, and more

BB-8™ App-Enabled Droid™ by Sphero - $149.99

Meet BB-8™ - the app-enabled Droid™ that’s as authentic as it is advanced. BB-8 
has something unlike any other robot - an adaptive personality that changes as you 
play. Based on your interactions, BB-8 will show a range of expressions and even 
perk up when you give voice commands. Set it to patrol and watch your Droid explore 
autonomously, make up your own adventure and guide BB-8 yourself, or create and 
view holographic recordings.

BB-8™ Features
• Authentic Movement // Guide your BB-8 with a smartphone or tablet 
• Listens & Responds // BB-8 recognizes and reacts to your voice 
• Holographic Communication // Record and view virtual holographic videos with BB-8 

Cat Ear Headphones - $149.99

Slip the cushioned earcups over your ears and they conform to the unique shape of 
your head, blocking out background noise and letting you enjoy all the rich, vibrant 
sound you expect from premium headphones. But that’s just the beginning. With the 
flip of a switch, your headphones go from private sound studio to a party-rocking 
sound system everyone around you can enjoy as your music pumps through the 
external cat ear speakers.

• Enjoy your music privately or turn on the cat ear speakers to share with friends
• LED accent lights on cat ear speakers and earcups make a statement anywhere
• USB rechargeable—up to 5 hours of playing time per charge
• Detachable gaming boom mic
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Parrot® BeBop Drone Quadricopter - From $499.99

Own the skies! Don’t let its lightweight design fool you! BeBop is engineered with 
tons of features that help ensure the safest—and easiest—flight possible. Shoot 
stunning videos and stills from the air. BeBop’s integrated 14MP fisheye camera 
with splash- and dust-proof lens is able to record professional-quality HD videos 
and photos in a 180° field with remarkable image quality. The Freeflight 3 App 
makes it easy to control the camera, and the angle shifting is fully digital and 
independent from drone movement. Thanks to its self-generated Wi-Fi, BeBop is 
always connected and lets you instantly share your best flight photos on Facebook 
or Instagram and your videos on YouTube!

• Featherweight ABS-reinforced structure makes BeBop robust and safe
• Return Home feature brings BeBop directly back to its takeoff location
• Included EPP hulls make indoor flight easier and safer
• Control the camera angle directly from the piloting app to get the best photos and videos

ReAct™ Shiatsu Massage Chair - $699

The Brookstone massage chair - for when you have a lot of muscle soreness, but 
not a lot of room.

• Deep-kneading Shiatsu massage nodes soothe aching muscles, relieve tightness, and 
help promote muscle recovery

• Full body-length, “L” Channel massages from your back to your thighs along one 
continuous track for deeper relaxation

• Selectable heat further relaxes back muscles
• Two pre-programmed massages: Full Body and Back
• Spot massage lets you target specific areas
• Easy-access control panel—no need to get up to change your massage
• Removable pillow for neck support
• Developed by Brookstone Design, USA

Big Blue Unplugged Wireless Indoor-Outdoor Speaker - $129.99

Compact, cordless, and rechargeable, our Big Blue Unplugged speaker is perfectly sized 
for impromptu dance parties just about anywhere. Just toss it in your backpack, purse, 
or briefcase, and you’ll always have incredible sound within easy reach. 

• Pair easily with Bluetooth® enabled smartphones, tablets and music players
• NFC pairing—simply touch your device to Big Blue Unplugged™ for instant wireless pairing
• 2 full-range speakers for powerful sound
• Subwoofer and 2 passive radiators for huge bass
• Remembers up to 4 devices
• Rechargeable battery lasts up to 7 hours on a single charge
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Tranquil Moments® Pro Sleep System - $199.99

Sleep better, wake refreshed. 20 digital sound programs designed to help you 
sleep, relax and renew. Continuous play or 30, 60 or 90 minute sleep timer for each 
program. Exclusive Sleep Enhancement® technology gradually slows the playback 
speed of each sound program to gently lull you to sleep.

• 8 doctor-developed Sleep Coaching Programs
• Dual-time alarm clock
• Gradual-on wake-up light stimulates sunrise over 20 minutes and can be programmed 

to wake you at any hour

Fizzics™ Beer Machine - $169.99

No longer are expertly poured, quality draft beer experiences exclusive to the high 
end craft beer bars. Fizzics is a portable beer device engineered through hard 
science and technology to stimulate your senses, making any store bought beer 
taste better.

Brewers spend a lot of time and effort to ensure their beer froths, foams, bubbles, 
effervesces, sparkles or fizzes in an appealing manner. Fizzics controls pressure 
flow, fluid and gas dynamics to create a rich, creamy foam (head) that enhances 
the appearance, texture, smoothness and mouthfeel.

Cordless Shiatsu Neck & Back Massager - $189.99

Massages hard-to-reach muscles in the neck, back, and between shoulder blades—
with no cord to get in the way! The Brookstone Cordless Shiatsu Neck & Back 
Massager lets you reach tight and tired muscles all over your back, without having 
to make an appointment with a massage therapist.

• Cordless design with rechargeable lithium-ion battery for complete portability
• 8 deep-kneading Shiatsu massage nodes soothe tired, aching muscles 
• Can be raised or lowered to reach just the right spots
• Selectable heat further relaxes neck and shoulder muscles

BlueSmart Carry-On - $499.99

Bluesmart is a high-quality carry-on suitcase that you can control from your phone. 
From the app you can lock and unlock it, weigh it, track its location, be notified if 
you are leaving it behind and find out more about your travel habits. You can also 
charge your phone 6 times over with a built-in battery. 
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